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About This Game

In the year 2048, a high-altitude airliner built to carry man’s dreams crashed, leading to the loss of countless lives. At the same
time, following the unforeseen death of Amamiya Daigo -- the astronaut once lauded as a hero -- the field of space development

entered a period of stagnation.

Two years later, in 2050, Hinata Youichi attends high school as the sole survivor of the crash, his memories lost from the shock
caused by the accident. After jointly founding the so-called Space Club, Youichi and his friend Amamiya Ginga, the son of

Amamiya Daigo, spent their school days building a rocket -- until one fateful night, a mysterious young girl called Aries crash-
lands near them, her memories also lost from the shock of the landing.

Youichi, unable to leave Aries to fend for herself, decides to take the girl in, and so the two begin their new lives under the same
roof ...
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Another great puzzle game by matthew brown.

This one uses similar rules of gemotry as his previous games (match rules within rows, columns, groups), but the difference now
is that you have to use basic arithmetic rules (e.g. addition, multiplication) to match a target. Has a good length for the price (50
levels).

The puzzles are as challenging as some of his other games although I feel this one could be improved on the technical side as it
is lacking a Dark mode, and some of the textual prompts could do with better contrast.

But aside from those issues, this is a puzzle game worth playing.. Has promise. Just needs more work.

The movement feels... hm. Not fluid. The inventory.. I havent a clue how to work it. I select the GPS for example and hit use
and I drop it. I dunno how that works. My friend who also bought the game keeps crashing on him.

No idea what is happening with his game. But... It has promise.. Wow. Great stuff by Richard and crew with this game. Love
the branching out of storylines and love the new twists that are in the game (such as the interracial aspect, etc.) This is a hit with
my streams, and can't wait to play out all the chapters, and go in and find alternative endings of some chapters. Also appreciate
the discounted price for owners of the original Super Seducer game, great plus.. Very addictive precision slasher. Great art
design, progression and a killer soundtrack. Absolutely worth the money!. This game has a lot of potential and I actualy really
enjoyed it until the story line was cut short with a "TO BE CONTINUED" .... total bummer there.. Excellent game with two
modes really differents. But it's just a bit too short.. It's not really "bad", it's pretty average. There are a few fun elements
(destroy objects for money and new tower locations, minigames, powers as drops), but what really gets me is the price\/content
balance. I bought it on sale for about 2 bucks, but that's still way too much for 30 levels - of which several are mini games. That
leaves maybe 20 regular maps - and they are fairly short, too. It's pretty bold to ask 8 EUR for so little content, so for that reason
alone I won't recommend this.. The game is great. I started playing magic long time ago and now I'm back enjoying it. The only
problem is that for new players now you can't get enough coins for buying card boosters from old expansions and create nice
decks is really hard.
I payed like 100\u20ac or so but still not close to get 50% of current cards.
Why old boosters don't get a discount? It's a pain
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Just found this game - it is on sale for a paltry $2.24. IT IS FUN! I love twin stick shooters. Even more fun on keyboard and
mouse where you can just move the mouse around to spin around and shoot.

Being such an old game (2011) - it runs wicked fast on my RX 470 in Win 10. I can run this on 1440p/60fps Ultra no stuttering
whatsoever! Has a 4K mode!

Great aesthetics, fun for such an old game. Will probably play well on my old laptop. Can't go wrong with this sale. Also got the
DLC on the cheap!

This is FUN for half the price of a gourmet coffee drink!. Loved it. I hope to see more experiences like this with great voice
actors, music, visuals and stories. Might be a little short but the price is fair I feel.. Probably some of the funniest writing in
recent video game time.. Not really a bad game, but just not really good enough in any way to keep me interested.
Not quite enough action, not quite enough "rpg", not quite enough pace, not quite polished enough.
Simply not quite enough.. The game is pretty but the controls are laggy and somewhat unresponsive (I'm playing with an XBone
controller) the dificulty is high and there are some odd level and gameplay design choices. I did pay full price for the game but
I'd say if you really want to play it, wait for it to be on sale or just skip it. Nothing worth it here.. this game is a BUG !
omg communauty ban me for my comment ^^
i just say this game is a bug

realy!!!!!!!!!!!!

POOR GAME

SUX GAME hahahaha NOOB COMUNITY!!!!! NOOB DEV!!!!!

18,99€ seriously?? patetic!. When does the demo end?
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